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My Family And Friends 1
Variant 1
1 Listen and match. There are two choices you don’t need to use.

E 1) Debbie
2) Adam
3) Mathew
4) Helen

A
B
C
D
E
F

His/her dad likes to participate in his/her hobby.
They are a family of five.
He/she thinks his/her parents are totally different.
He/she has got a good sense of humour.
His/her father is a taxi driver.
He/she has a sister.

2 Circle the letter of the suitable answer.

1) Do your grandparents live in the city?
A Yes, actually not far from here. B They are very kind and caring.
2) What does your mother look like?
A Her favourite thing to do is just to be home and relax with the family.
B She has curly red hair and a cute smile. Everybody likes her.
3) Tell me about your brother. What kind of person is he?
A He is two years younger than me.
B Well, he’s very friendly, smart and funny.
4) Are you close with your sister?
A Not really.
B She is like any 7-year-old girl.
3 In each pair, tick the correct sentence.

1)  Nancy is more cheerful than Daniel.
Nancy is most cheerful than Daniel.
2)
Steve is the most attentive student in our class.
Steve is the attentivest student in our class.
3)
When Martha is a child, she wanted to be an actress.
When Martha was a child, she wanted to be an actress.
4)
Ralf does not sleep, he is watching a movie on TV.
Ralf is not sleeping, he is watching a movie on TV.
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1 My Family And Friends
Variant 2
1 Listen and match. There are two choices you don’t need to use.

C 1) Debbie
2) Adam
3) Mathew
4) Helen

A
B
C
D
E
F

His/her mother works with animals.
His/her parents let their children do what they like.
He/she is the only child in the family.
His/her family like to spend time together.
His/her mother tends to control everything.
His/her mother designs clothes.

2 Circle the letter of the suitable answer.

1) How many people are there in your family?
A There are four of us.
B Family always comes first.
2) What does your mother do?
A She is at work.
B Oh, her job is really interesting — she is a computer programmer!
3) What kind of person is your brother?
A H
 e’s very intelligent and attentive.
B He’s gone on a week-long trip with his school.
4) Are you close with your parents?
A We really get on well.
B They are serious and hard-working.
3 In each pair, tick the correct sentence.

1)  Sally is older than her sister.
Sally is more older than her sister.
2)
Roy is the more helpful child in the family.
Roy is the most helpful child in the family.
3)
When Victor was a child, he wanted to be a pilot.
When Victor is a child, he wanted to be a pilot.
4)
Donna is not studying, she draws.
Donna is not studying, she is drawing.
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THE CLOTHES WE WEAR 2
Variant 1
1 Listen and read the statements. Write if the statements are true or false.

true 1) Hannah has to wear school uniform.
2) G
 irls and boys have to wear grey socks as a part of their
school uniform.
3) P
 upils can choose to wear either a jumper or a jacket to
school.
4) Uniform skirts can be longer than knees.
2 Choose the letter of the correct variant.

1) A long B skirt looks best with the top that fits tightly.
A fashion
B loose
C fasten
D match
has the T-shape made with the body and sleeves.
2) A
A T-shirt
B T-blouse
C T-sweater
D T-skirt
the same clothes every day — a red and black
3) Dennis seems to
pullover with black jeans.
A fit
B tight
C unlace
D wear
is a type of headwear.
4) A(n)
A anorak
B hat

C tie

D boot

3 Write answers to the questions.

1) What clothes do you like to wear in summer?

2) Do you prefer loose jeans or tight jeans?

3) Do you have to wear school uniform?

4) What are you wearing at the moment?
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2 THE CLOTHES WE WEAR
Variant 2
1 Listen and read the statements. Write if the statements are true or false.

true 1) In general, Robbie likes his school uniform.
2) Robbie’s favourite detail of his school uniform is the tie.
3) School uniform is rather expensive.
4) Teachers at Robbie’s school have to wear uniform too.
2 Choose the letter of the correct variant.

1) M
 ike tried on a pair of jeans, but they were so A he could hardly
get the zip done up.
A tight
B loose
C fasten
D match
2) I saw him on a hot summer day; he was wearing a white suit and
.
a panama
A scarf
B hat
C sandal
D sock
3) If you say that something or someone is
, you mean that they are
very fashionable and modern.
A expensive
B out-of-fashion C untidy
D trendy
4) A(n)
is a warm piece of clothing which covers the upper part of
your body and your arms.
A anorak
B sweater
C dress
D boot
3 Write answers to the questions.

1) What clothes do you wear at school?

2) Do you prefer loose jackets or tight jackets?

3) Do you like dressing up?

4) What are your favourite clothes?
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FOOD 3
Variant 1
1 Listen and match the pictures with the names of the countries.

A France

B Spain

C Greece

D Central America

A

2 Circle the odd word.

1)
2)
3)
4)

Cheese, milk, sausage, yoghurt, butter.
Fruit, juice, tea, lemonade, coffee.
Honey, sugar, ketchup, pancake, apple pie.
Peel, slice, chop, mash, crisps.

3 Choose the letter of the correct answer.

1) There is not C juice in the glass.
A a lot
B many
apples on the dish?
2) Are there
A some
B any
3) There are
biscuits on the plate.
A much
B any
4) How
cheese rolls do we have?
A much
B many
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